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but, theres another reason you should be worried
about hackers hacking your computers and networks.
so, if youve ever wondered how the hackers were able
to get so much information about you and your
network, i think you now have a good idea. and, your
not the only one. theres no evidence yet that the
hackers got any data from the users or that they were
able to do anything with that data. but, all these
companies are telling you that theyve been hacked. in
fact, the u.s. department of homeland security says
cyberattacks against government entities have more
than tripled so far this year. and, the russian
government has warned about thousands of
cyberattacks against the united states and other
countries. john thompson, managing director at bae
systems cybersecurity, says that in the future, the
next generation of internet-connected devices will be
so capable that theyll think and act like humans. theyll
be smart enough to understand context and make
decisions about what they should do. and theyll talk to
each other, using the same code, to inform each other
about what they should do. a major challenge of such
a network, he says, will be to maintain the trust and
security of these devices. the focus of the fbis counter-
cyber-espionage effort is to use existing employees of
a targeted company to secretly gain access to its
networks. in one such operation, a former federal
agent with access to the networks of defense
contractor booz allen hamilton was charged with
attempting to steal the files of 21.5 million of its
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clients. of course, a lot of the time, these kind of
counter-espionage operations are compromised
almost from the start. in one case, former nsa
employee turned whistleblower edward snowden gave
the fbi a list of more than 5,000 e-mail accounts and
passwords of nsa employees. the agency used the
credentials to hack into the accounts of hundreds of
nsa contractors.
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Hackers can use the information to navigate to a
website where theyll download malware. Once the

malware has infected your phone, they can use that
phone to impersonate you. Thats what the hackers did

in the Target breach. Once they got into Target's
network, they could send phishing emails with

malware and take over customers' devices to steal
bank information. When this happens, youll see a link

to some other site that youre not expecting. Follow the
link and a series of popup windows will start to load
automatically. Theoretically, every public-facing app
should have a strategy for dealing with malicious or

abusive content. However, only a small percentage of
app developers have implemented that strategy.

Facebook is urging developers of all kinds to take the
time to learn and use the Content Moderation API.

Facebook, Google and Amazon, in short, have
traditionally been the kingmakers of internet; no one,
not even the richest people in the world, have enough

money to buy their way out of the apps we use.
Ultimately, this is a good thing. Its how all markets
function. The problem is that these companies are

incredibly profitable and will never do anything that
hurts their bottom line. They will instead monetize

whatever they can. In some cases, they can be sued
for what they do. In others they can be forced to
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comply by legislation such as the GDPR, the EU's Data
Protection Directive. But the fallout has not been the
forced divestment of an EU company; it has been loss
of data privacy in the EU and potential loss of access

for non-EU companies such as mine. 5ec8ef588b
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